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ABSTRACT

This paper provides a retrospective of how the ocean observation system has evolved since OceanObs’99. It also provides research and application examples indicating how the next decade of development for ocean observations will evolve to become an integral component of climate services. The paper begins with the original motivation and reasons for organizing the OceanObs’99 Conference, and with this as a basis, conveys the vision for the OceanObs’09 Conference by focusing on five principal areas: a global perspective, seasonal to decadal climate prediction, forecasting of marine variability, sustainable management, and longer-term trends. Key examples where successes were made by the GOOS (Global Climate Observing System) community since 1999 are highlighted especially in the development of physical oceanography capabilities. Additionally, the paper introduces challenges that still remain in each area, inclusive of examples of how the GOOS will be critical in answering questions or providing input to marine core services and linkages to climate services.

1. INTRODUCTION

Increasingly, the major global environmental change programs are being asked to demonstrate the societal relevance of the research they sponsor and support. For example, the World Climate Research Programme (WCRP) supports climate related decision-making and planning for adaptation to climate change by developing the science required to improve climate predictions and our understanding of human influence on climate. Since 2005 there has been a new overlay to the mission and objectives of the WCRP relating to its new strategic framework, i.e., for use in an increasing range of practical applications of direct relevance, benefit, and value to society. In this regard the oceans play a major role in the research agenda for the WCRP and ocean research has been one of the fundamental underpinnings of the WCRP as evidenced by the WCRP being one of the original “parents” and sponsors of OceanObs’99.

The overall purpose of OceanObs’09 as stated in the conference objective statement was to strengthen and enhance the international framework under the Global Climate Observing System, (GCOS), the Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS), the World Climate Research Programme (WCRP), the International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP) and supporting regional and national frameworks for sustained world ocean observing and information systems supporting the needs of society regarding ocean weather, climate, ecosystems, carbon, and chemistry. However, the byline of the conference truly summarizes the future direction for the decade ahead “Ocean information for society: sustaining the benefits, realizing the potential”; for it is this tagline which really points to the direction and the challenges that confront us for the decade ahead.

A conference such as OceanObs’09 provides an opportunity to look back at the progress and accomplishments of our community over the past decade. Ten years ago in St. Raphael, France, the objective of OceanObs’99 was to review scientific climate program priorities and existing and planned operational efforts that address the priorities of GOOS and GCOS. Specifically to:

i) build consensus on the blend of methods and their uses and value;

ii) build an appreciation for how each component contributes and how the system considered as a single entity works;

iii) document the techniques, the investment in particular elements, and the way data are used for research and routine applications;

and probably the most important,

iv) build the foundations for a new era in oceanography, one where research and operational systems are mutually supportive and beneficial, and one where the rapid and wide distribution of information (data, methods and products) is accepted as preferred modus operandi.

Taken together OceanObs’99 laid out a new paradigm for oceanography.

Just three weeks prior to OceanObs’09, approximately 150 of the world's nations came together in Geneva, Switzerland for the Third World Climate Conference...
(WCC-3) titled “Better climate information for a better future” with the overall purpose of discussing and designing a global framework for climate services. In certain areas and approaches going back to the foundation put forth by OceanObs'99, the oceanographic community has a 10 year head start in the provision of such services. As outlined in the conference statement, the WCC-3 called for a major strengthening of the essential elements of a global framework for climate services, namely:

i) The Global Climate Observing System and all its components and associated activities; and the provision of free and unrestricted exchange and access to climate data;

ii) The World Climate Research Programme, underpinned by adequate computing resources and increased interaction with other global climate relevant research initiatives

iii) Climate services information systems taking advantage of enhanced existing national and international climate service arrangements in the delivery of products including sector oriented information to support adaptation activities

iv) Climate user interface mechanisms focused on building linkages and integrating information, at all levels, between the providers and users of climate services; and

v) Efficient and enduring capacity building through education, training, and strengthened outreach and communication.

Many of these same issues were confronted head-on at OceanObs'09.

If one were to revisit the vision statement going into OceanObs'09 one would note the stated importance of routine and sustained provision of global information regarding the marine environment sufficient to meet society's decision-making needs for useful forecasts of marine variability (including physical, biogeochemical, ecosystems, and living marine resources), of seasonal to decadal climate variability, sustainable management of living resources, and for assessment of longer-term trends. For the purposes and organization of this paper such a vision can be condensed into five main headings:

- Global perspective,
- Seasonal to decadal climate prediction,
- Forecasting of marine variability,
- Sustainable management, and
- Longer-term trends.

2. GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE

Today's global ocean perspective afforded by in situ and spaced-based ocean observations has its roots in the WCRP Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere (TOGA) and World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE) programs of the 1980’s and 1990’s. At the time of OceanObs'99, and four years after conclusion of the TOGA (Tropical Ocean-Global Atmosphere) program, the TAO (Tropical Ocean-Atmosphere) array remained in force measuring ocean-atmosphere coupling in the tropical Pacific Ocean, and the beginning of the backbone of the PIRATA (Prediction and Research Moored Array in the Atlantic) array in the tropical Atlantic had just begun. Today, 10 years later, the TAO array has expanded to be the TAO-TRITON (Triangle Trans-Ocean Buoy Network) array in the Pacific with a series of standard moorings, flux reference sites, CO₂ and biochemistry sites, an expanded PIRATA array in the tropical Atlantic, and the beginnings of a RAMA (Research Moored Array for African–Asian–Australian Monsoon Analysis and Prediction) array in the tropical Indian Ocean [1]. Although the TOGA program was originally designed to encompass ocean-atmosphere coupling in all three tropical oceans (but in reality only focused on the Pacific), years later we now see that being realized emerging up and out of the tropical Pacific, expanding to the tropical Atlantic, and most recently to the Indian Ocean. Access to such observations of sea surface temperature, upper ocean heat content, and surface vector winds has permitted real-time monitoring of air-sea interaction key to the development of seasonal climate forecasting methodologies [2].

A major legacy of the WOCE program was the development of profiling float technology and the attainment of the Argo (Global array of free-drifting profiling floats) program goal of deploying more than 3000 profiling floats across the global ocean. Although most of the global ocean is adequately covered by Argo (Array for Real-Time Geostrophic Oceanography) there are still problem areas that need continued and specific attention, especially the high latitude oceans [3]. With Argo in mind the future global XBT (Expendable Bathythermograph) network was redesigned at OceanObs'99 to consist of frequently repeated and high density XBT lines to be transmitted in both real-time and delayed mode. With few exceptions most of the XBT network redesigned in 1999 has been realized [4]. Similarly, the Global Sea Level Observing System (GLOSS) sea level network has emphasized, over the past 10 years, the importance of near real-time and fast delivery sea level stations. These upgraded stations provide high frequency sea level observations necessary for understanding sea level variability in addition to secular sea level rise. Near real-time stations provide data typically within one hour of collection and fast delivery
stations within one month of the observation [5]. A new ocean observing element that has emerged since St. Raphael has been the OceanSITES (OCEAN Sustained Interdisciplinary Time series Environment observation System) program. Consisting of approximately 100 moorings, these fiducial or sentinel sites provide high quality air-sea flux data in key, unique, or strategic portions of the global ocean transmitting their observations in either real-time or delayed mode [6].

Taken as a whole, the various oceanographic platforms provide a rich and complementary series of observations that yield a global perspective for the world ocean. At present, on any given day, there may be more than 4000 different oceanographic platforms reporting in real-time. Since OceanObs’99 there has been a dramatic rise in the number of platforms and the number of oceanographic observations recorded each year. Whereas in 1999 there were approximately 4.5 million oceanographic reports, today there are more than 16 million oceanographic reports taken each year from ships, moored buoys, drifting buoy ships, and coastal stations [7 and 8] Access to these physical oceanographic data with increasing comprehensive coverage have permitted refinement of atlases of global surface heat fluxes [9 and 10]. Similarly, the WOCE-JGOFS (Joint World Ocean Circulation Experiment-Global Ocean Flux Study) and the CLIVAR-IOCCP (Climate Variability and Predictability Project-International Ocean Carbon Coordination Project) efforts have led to shipboard observations of surface carbon parameters as well as time series stations of ocean biogeochemistry [11]. These, in turn, have enabled refined estimates of climatological mean annual sea-air CO$_2$ fluxes [12 and 10].

Another major advance in the past 10 years has been the development of ocean data assimilation for both state estimation and ocean/climate forecast initialization [13]. At least 10 different ocean analysis/synthesis products are now being produced relying on different assimilation methodologies ranging from optimal interpolation, 3-D variational techniques to 4-D Var, based on several different core ocean general circulation models. Access to nearly two decades of satellite altimetry data (another legacy from WOCE) together with the rapid expansion of in situ data coverage have served to spur the development of these efforts. Such ocean analyses are produced in either research mode or in support of operational seasonal climate forecasts at major national or international weather prediction centers [14]. Much like atmospheric re-analyses, access to these ocean analyses has permitted ocean diagnostic studies such as the differentiation between thermosteric and halosteric contributions to observed regional sea surface height trends. These ocean products have also enabled ocean heat content and ocean heat transport to be analyzed basin by basin and model by model on decadal time scales.

Although OceanObs’99 was primarily focused on physical oceanographic observations in support of climate science, access to Argo floats has served as a platform of opportunity for other oceanographic disciplines. For example, the standard SeaBird CTD (conductivity, temperature, depth) sensor on Argo floats has been modified to accommodate a dissolved O$_2$ sensor [15]. Approximately 160 floats now report oxygen data as a result of these modified Argo floats. Profiles of dissolved oxygen can now be monitored autonomously and analyzed in conjunction with contemporaneous density observations to study, for example, how oxygen and density become vertically homogenous in regions of convective overturning in mid to high latitudes. The development of the prototype Carbon Explorer floats has permitted the observation of particulate organic carbon and particle flux relative to the development of phytoplankton blooms and associated changes in export production [16]. Even more novel is the use of animal profiles in which, for example, an elephant seal is equipped with a CTD- Fluorescence sensor to obtain temperature, salinity and chlorophyll information in remote or ice covered regions not attainable via more conventional means [17].

In addition to the increase in the number and variety of in situ oceanographic observations over the past 10 years, great strides have also taken place with remotely-sensed observations of the global ocean. Whereas altimetry and scatterometry were relatively mature at the time of OceanObs’99 and continue to be major components of the ocean observation strategy, satellite observations of the global marine biosphere have made considerable progress since then. The launch of several different ocean color sensors such as SeaWiFS (Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-view Sensor), MODIS (Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) and MERIS (Medium Resolution Imaging Spectrometer) has permitted the production of merged products and better quantified error statistics of chlorophyll concentration at the pixel level from product to product. One of the more impressive new observation technologies has been the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) which has provided new insights and reduced uncertainties in measures of ice sheet mass balance, ocean bottom pressure, and mean dynamic topography [18]. Provision of GRACE gravity fields plus satellite altimetry has led to refined estimates of mean dynamic topography that can be compared to the drifter-based techniques such as [19]. New sensors on the horizon include the first ever global retrievals of sea surface salinity provided by the launch of SMOS in 2009 and Aquarius in 2011 [20].
It is this global perspective of ocean observations that has been put in place over the past decade that has permitted progress in the areas that follow. This perspective also provides an opportunity and infrastructure to build upon looking to the future.

3. SEASONAL TO DEcadal CLIMATE PREDICTION

Coming out of the TOGA decade, ocean observations sustained since TOGA were used to initialize coupled ocean-atmosphere prediction models. The success of these efforts subsequently led to operational seasonal forecast systems at many of the world’s major numerical weather prediction centers. The most illustrative example of which was the prediction of the onset and decay of the major 1997-98 El Niño event that occurred just prior to OceanObs’99. Since then application models have been developed to take advantage of this nascent climate prediction skill in areas such as water resources, crop forecasts, and disease vectors [21], hence providing the basis for the concept of climate services.

Beyond the seasonal to interannual time scale, arguably the newest emerging research area of climate prediction over the past 10 years has been on the decadal time scale. Access to more than 15 years worth of altimetric sea level observations have revealed regional variability in sea level rise on decadal time scales [22]. Comprehensive space-time coverage of sea surface height variability has indicated wind-forced Rossby wave signatures that fluctuate on decadal time scales controlled upstream by wind stress curl variability associated with the Pacific Decadal Oscillation [23]. Within the Atlantic, several model studies are beginning to show the ability to hindcast observed indices of SST that serve as proxies for the Meridional Overturning Circulation (MOC) [24, 25, and 26]. Related modeling studies of the strength of the Atlantic MOC suggest the possibility of predictive skill on decadal time scales as a function of the memory contained within the ocean initial conditions. Access to Argo float information between 1000-2000m should prove increasingly important in future predictability studies of decadal climate variability [27]. As decadal climate prediction is one of the major “grand challenges” for climate services in general and specifically within the WCRP, greater definition of the scope and extent of ocean observations to initialize decadal predictions is needed.

4. ForesTcasting of marine variability

Similar to the discussion and call for global climate services there is a clear need for the sustained provision of ocean information and marine services derived from forecasting of marine variability. In this regard GOOS has played an important role in conceptually designing an end-to-end user driven system of systems [28] to efficiently link ocean observations across a variety of measurement platforms (e.g., remote-sensing, fixed platforms, ships, drifters, autonomous underwater vehicles, and marine mammals) with data management protocols (e.g., metadata standards, access, and archival) with modeling tools (tailored, for example, to current and wave fields, coastal inundation, water quality, population and ecosystem dynamics), and ending with decision support tools for societal goals (e.g., maritime services, weather and climate, natural hazards, public health, ecosystem health, living marine resource). Illustrative of such an architecture are the functional components of the Global Ocean Data Assimilation Experiment (GODAE). The components of GODAE serve to link the GODAE data servers with GODAE assimilation centers with GODAE product servers to support an array of application centers, Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) centers and end-users [29]. Real-time GODAE products span the range of observed and model-based fields of temperature, salinity, sea level, and flow field [30]. New initiatives such as the integrated MERSEA (Marine Environment and Security for the European Area) system provide a European capacity for ocean monitoring and forecasting in areas such as the Mediterranean Sea, the Baltic Sea, North Sea, and North Atlantic. What were once traditional NWP centers are now beginning to provide marine environmental forecast products such as the UK Met Office’s AlgaRisk products for model-based chlorophyll, diatoms, dinoflagellates, and upper ocean stratification.

Forecasting of marine variability often emphasizes the shorter time scales and the coastal domain. Recent research on these space-time scales has illustrated the importance of air-sea coupling for tropical cyclogenesis. Fields of tropical cyclone heat potential derived from Jason-1, GFO (GEOSAT (Geodetic Satellite) Follow-On) and ENVISAT (Environmental Satellite) altimeter observations during the progression of hurricane Katrina have demonstrated the importance of ocean heat content to the explosive growth of major hurricanes [31]. Such studies have also served to bridge what here-to-fore have been both an observational and a research gap between the open ocean and the coastal ocean. Proposed new satellite missions such as the Surface Water Ocean Topography Mission have been designed from the outset to bridge these domains [32].

Beyond ocean weather and provision of marine services, in certain areas there is a wealth of observational evidence to draw on linking physical oceanography with ecosystem variability in the coastal zone. One of the best examples of which is the 60 years of observations within the California Coastal Current system provided by CalCOFI (California Cooperative Oceanic Fisheries Investigations). Such observations have permitted the
discrimination of the separate influences of ENSO (El Niño/Southern Oscillation) and PDO (Pacific Decadal Oscillation) temporal variability upon two dominant euphausiids in the region, thus providing the basis for future forecasting of marine ecosystem variability in the region [33 and 34]. In addition to the space-based remote sensing mentioned above, this is also a region where new in situ technology such as gliders is showing considerable promise for autonomous monitoring of coastal and boundary currents [35].

5. SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENT

With respect to sustainable management, as it pertains to the upper trophic levels, there is a pressing need to establish baselines upon which to evaluate specific management practices. Fundamental to principles of sustainable management is the ability to discriminate between natural variability of a particular marine resource versus changes due to man. The Tagging of Pacific Predators (TOPP) field program of the Census of Marine life has served to establish such a baseline for marine vertebrates. The TOPP program has tracked 19 species of marine vertebrates within the Pacific Ocean and examined the data with respect to the underlying oceanographic features that may be responsible for the observed patterns [36]. The challenges and multiple stressors to be confronted by sustainable management are illustrated in the case for South Africa by [37]. Be it changes in the frequency of Benguela Niños, changes in upwelling in southern Benguela in response to climate change, impact of ocean dynamics on fisheries in the Agulhas Bank, wave-current interaction and extreme wave events on coastal shipping, or the impact of rising sea level on coastal communities are just some of the myriad different influences that can impact sustainable management practices. In Europe, water quality products and algal bloom forecasts are produced as part of the GMES MarCoast (Global Monitoring for Environment and Security, Marine & Coastal Environmental Information Services) initiative, and in North America NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) routinely issues harmful algal bloom bulletins for regions such as the Gulf of Mexico [38].

It is worth pointing out that sustainable management in the Gulf of Mexico transcends just a focus on the coastal oceanography of the region or mere links between the coastal ocean and the open ocean. Rather, the Gulf of Mexico is a microcosm of the Earth system as a whole. As such, an integrated ecosystem assessment for the Gulf of Mexico in support of sustainable management must take into account a range of influences in the region such as the Loop Current, the role of extreme events such as hurricanes, coastal communities, heavy industry, sustainable fisheries, continued loss of coastal wetlands, and the influence of the entire Mississippi River basin on nutrient input to the Gulf's hypoxia [39].

At the Earth System Science Interdisciplinary Center, University of Maryland, a Chesapeake Bay Forecast System (CBFS) has been developed as a prototype regional Earth System model for decision support of sustainable management. The objective of this activity has been to develop a fully integrated model of the Chesapeake Bay and its air and watersheds. The purpose being to provide near real-time applications, i.e., nowcasting and forecasting of the Bay circulation, ecosystem, pathogens, harmful algal blooms, waves and inundation, and on longer time scales utilize climate projections to estimate the effect of climate change between now and 2050 on the health of the Bay and its watershed. Key components of CBFS are ocean-atmosphere-land-ecosystem models constrained by observations across all factors influencing the bay. The design and provision of a decision support tool allows end-users to set the region and time scale of interest, to perform “if-then” scenarios based on changes to input variables such as population density, 

6. LONGER-TERM TRENDS

Much like the Keeling curve for atmospheric CO₂ concentration, owing to sustained observations over the past decade and longer, a number of times series of oceanographic parameters are emerging upon which to assess long-term trends. Primary among these is that of global sea level rise. At the time of OceanObs99 there were nearly seven years of TOPEX/Poseidon altimeter observations available. That time series has since been extended another 10 years and serves as one of the most iconic depictions of long-term oceanographic trends indicating a mean sea level rise at 3.1 mm/y [22]. Such changes are also reflected within in situ based measures of ocean heat content going back over more than 50 years.
At high latitudes where climate change has been predicted to be most severe, satellite observations of sea ice concentration and extent have placed the dramatic decrease of 2007 Arctic sea ice extent into a larger context of secular decrease over the past 30 years [44]. With respect to future sea level rise, one of the largest uncertainties is our knowledge of ice sheet dynamics. A good example of which was the 2002 breakup of the Larsen Ice Shelf in Antarctica and our lack of appreciation at the time for the importance of melt ponding in accelerating the break up [45]. Another concern for the future is the state of the Atlantic MOC (Meridional Overturning Circulation). Of the coupled climate models consistent with late 20th century observational estimates, none show an increase in the AMOC (Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation) projecting to 2100; rather reductions range from indistinguishable within the range of simulated natural variability to decreases more than 50% relative to the 1960 to 1990 mean [46]. As a result there are now a number of observational programs measuring components of the AMOC. A question for the future is the extent to which there is a possibility to detect early warning signs of potential abrupt climate change related to the AMOC. One of the more problematic and disturbing long-term trends is the increase in seawater pH observed at Ocean Station Aloha over the past 17 years [47]. This increasing acidification reflects the increase in local pCO$_2$ and is consistent with the increase in atmospheric CO$_2$ observed at Mauna Loa (the aforementioned Keeling curve). Given the deleterious implications for marine ecosystems, potential ocean acidification monitoring sites have been proposed for both the open ocean and coastal regions.

7. SUMMARY

With the benefit of 20-20 hindsight much of the vision of OceanObs'99 has been realized with respect to physical oceanographic observations to support climate research. This represents a significant achievement by the oceanographic community. Over these years, real-time global ocean data have been obtained. This represents a true cultural shift in oceanography where now oceanographic data are routinely, freely and readily available. Access to such data has enabled initial steps toward marine core service activities. During this time there has also been a preliminary broadening in the scope of the observing system up from the backbone provided by the physical oceanographic parameters to include initial measures of carbon and chemistry. Yet, deficiencies remain, for example, in our coverage and understanding of certain processes at high latitudes, western boundary currents, and the deep ocean. Moreover, there is a long way to go before comprehensive forecasting of marine variability is realized or sustainable management implemented in the larger sense. The latter will require integration of physical, chemical, and biological observations within a modeling construct that integrates across these disciplines from global to regional scales.

The challenges for the future are many, but the progress of the past decade would suggest they are not insurmountable. Chief among these is the need to sustain today's global observations. Related to this challenge is the importance of initiating a global framework for marine core services. In one sense this can be viewed as the ocean component of climate services. The provision of marine core services and justification of global ocean observations are inextricably linked; for it is the routine provision of marine core services that will generate the operational demand for the global ocean observations. Another related challenge is the importance of linking and bridging blue and brown water, i.e. the global and coastal ocean. A good example of which is the sea level rise problem. At present, we do not have a good understanding of what controls the distribution of future sea level rise on regional scales. Yet, much like the case of global mean temperature being a convenient metric of climate change, what is most important to society is how temperature, precipitation, and sea level will change on regional scales. Looking to the future there is a clear need to expand the observational suite up from and beyond physical oceanography to encompass many aspects of biogeochemistry. This is most strikingly illustrated by changes to the ocean carbon cycle and the impact of acidification on marine life. There is also a need for increased emphasis on the utilization of ocean observations in climate prediction. Since the successful prediction of the 1997-1998 El Niño, the information content contained within the past decade's new in situ and remotely-sensed ocean observations has not been exploited to the fullest extent possible. This will prove ever more important for decadal climate prediction where there is a need to determine the optimal time-space sampling of the ocean needed to advance prediction on these timescales. Lastly, there is a need for greater engagement with the end users of ocean information. In order for the entire oceanographic enterprise to be sustained across basic research, applied research, long-term ocean monitoring, prediction and provision of marine core services, the needs of the end users must be an integral part of every step in this process. If, as an oceanographic community, we are successful in this regard, by 2019 we will be able to look back and note that the advances between OceanObs'99 and OceanObs'09 pale in comparison to those that transpired in the decade that followed.
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